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Introduction 

The democratic Republic of Congo (RDC) located at the center of central Africa is one of                

the world's richest territorial states in regards to its natural resources. One might agree that the                

absolute volume of natural resource abundance should, at least in theory, provide the state with               

enormous revenues for redistribution among its citizens. Yet, 87.7% of 73 million citizens live              

with less than $1.25 a day. 1 In the context of development, poverty is the epidemic facing the                  

country. Since the 1960's, the nation has undergone subsistent conflicts resulting in the death of               

about 4 million people and causing significant economic decline and the worsening of the              

political situation within the country.2 As noted by the United Nations Development Program.             

RDC occupied the 186th position closing the list with Niger.3 This ranking is based on criteria                

such as education, health education, level of freedom, poverty level, political stability and             

participation, gender equality, economic growth and environmental development. All those          

issues have participated in creating a lasting curse upon the country. How did the curse come to                 

be? And what interconnected factors have participated in exacerbating the situation? This            

question will make up the fundamental in understanding the societal situation in RDC, while              

highlighting on the backward designation that has fallen upon its citizens. I will elaborate upon               

the history of the RDC while emphasizing on distinct images imposed by the state and colonial                

master upon citizens. The historical outline will serve as a framework onto which theories              

provide the lens needed to locate particular dilemmas, which are framed within the context of               
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borders that indirectly transformed many citizens as stateless due to a high frequency of              

trafficking, a normalized phenomenon in the country. 

 

Concepts 

Before any further writings, the key terminologies below enable the reader to better             

grasps the situation or precisely the historical and contemporary content of the RDC. 

- The concept of border has played a major role in the cataclysm of RDC. The country                

within the logic of the colonial, were redesigned in a way to carry the attribute of                

"territory without border" as Stuart Elden, professor of political geography at Durham            

University puts it4. Without a well-defined jurisdiction and lack of political control,            

Congo appeared to be a space yet to be restructured by Belgium. 

- Congolese, since king Leopold II of Belgium, were degraded to a position of "less              

human". By being prey to the consumerism habit of Europe linked to resource             

exploitation, they were deprived of every right and freedom making them vulnerable            

and stateless on their native land. 

- The social virus created by Leopold II, and perpetuated by Belgium and intensified by              

Congolese leaders after independence, has rendered the standard Congolese at risk to            

be easily trafficked either for war or mine exploitation. The trafficking of men,             

women, and children became tools to fuel the conflicts over minerals exploitation.  

As Reyntiens described it: "empirically speaking, the democratic republic of Congo has virtually             
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ceased to exist as a state".5  

Based on this statement, what are the evidences or correlated factors that described the               

RDC as a superficial stateless nation?  

 

Historical Approach – the RDC under Belgian rule. 

With permission granted by the Berlin Conference, The RDC has been an arena of               

violent conflicts since it became part of Belgium under rule of King Leopold II in 1885.6 In                 

gaining considerable wealth, King Leopold placed Congo within a vicious cycle of everlasting             

supremacy, intensely changed the demographic landscape of the country. Without an attempt to             

impeach a group to the endured situation of Congolese, I will touch upon key historical events                

that have alienated the contemporary Congolese, and located them within a space with no right               

while weakening their economy and social construct. One might easily ask; Couldn’t the leaders              

restructure the country after independence using the vast minerals of the country to bring              

financial stability, thus a reduction in poverty?  

The existing political structure, still today suffers from a systemic "infection" caused by             

the colonial administrative system put in place fairly 130 years ago. In the late 19th century, the                 

International demand for rubber used in the automobile industry skyrocketed.7 Rubber, being an             

abundant resource in Congo became Leopold II greatest obsession. The administration of the             

King put in place an army of 12,500 African soldiers and 350 European soldiers called the                

"Force publique (FP)". Their role was to ensure and manage the steady flow of "Red Rubber"                
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from Congo onto the international market. When prices where are their highest the profit from               

the rubber trade exceeded more than 700%8. The FP terrorized the local population, who were               

literally slave to their master and were to meet a daily quota of rubber exploitation. If the daily                  

quota was not met, they had one of their hand cut. Sometimes the amount of limbs took a value                   

of its own. That intense atrocity reached the international community in late 1890's and Leopold,               

who has never been in the African soil, sold Congo to the Belgian government in 1908. Leopold                 

received about 205 million francs from this negotiation.9 His activities in Congo has filled his               

coffers with an amount of $1 billion in today's term.10  

After being under King Leopold for 25 years, the new colonial state was to adopt a                

structural administration in place by Belgium by allowing the Catholic Church and companies             

newly responsible to manage the mines with the FP.12 The relationship between colonized and              

colonizer became a superficially paternalistic one flattered by religion. Enforced labor was            

straightened in big jurisdiction and mining district. During the Belgian regime, the colonial             

command was still a brutal system of exploitation primarily based on compulsory labor.  

RDC – A space upon which the sovereign has total supremacy 

Drawing in the notion of territoriality in pre-colonial time, the RDC was perceived as a               

‘traditional' non-state where boundaries for the colonizer were an unserious matter. The country             

seen as a sparsely populated area, domination became a strong territorial element with territory              

defined from the center (place of jurisdiction). Territories in this instance were less defined by               

the expandable space. In this model, each area was clearly restricted by the borders with its                

neighbors (mine district) that defined the different spheres of domination. Territory thus becomes             
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a geographic space visible to the colonizer and colonized. Following this ideology of borders in               

Congo during the colonial regime, the sovereign being the Belgians formed a camp within a               

well-structured space. This action has led them to have full legitimacy in the life of the citizen;                 

what Giorgio Agamben calls the state of exception. It is primarily interesting how, designated as               

Homo Sacer, individual whose right is not recognized, the Congolese, were to be deeply              

exploited. Within the well-divided space of the sovereign, Congoleses, the so-called Homo Sacer             

has no right and were not given any mercy. So within the ideology of Zero tolerance, those who                  

broke the rules or did not conform were to be severely punished or executed. The sovereign in                 

this perspective has full autonomy over the laws. They perceived Congolese as rightless. To              

follow Agamben argument, Congolese are perceived within the context of the bared life where              

they unconsciously submit themselves to the sovereign power of life and death. In using the               

ideology of the Mulsuman by Agamben, individuals are subject to unpleasant circumstances. It             

will not be an exaggeration to state that jurisdictional spaces in the RDC during the colonial                

regime served as the site of homo Sacer production, milieu that embraced life and death; where                

Congolese despite being human being are perceived as ‘half-human'. The sovereign in this             

instance has tremendously modified Congoleses’ life to the point that they became aware of their               

position and therefore internalized their inferiority. From this approach, the critical question is:             

To what extend the prerogative embedded in the state of exception participate in furthering the               

effect of the "colonial virus" among Congolese after colonial rule? 

Road to Decolonization 

The period of decolonization saw many changes in the country politically and socially.             
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Factors such as a dream for freedom contributed to the birth of the new RDC. During the WWII                  

in which the nation has contributed with human resources, palm oil, and cocoa in fighting               

Germans and Italian in North Africa. This battleground has enabled Congolese soldiers to meet              

other colonized Africans living under better colonial conditions. After the war, the thirst for              

freedom pushed some to undertake actions calling upon political support during colonial rule.             

Despite various efforts undertook by the Belgian government to suppress political harmony,            

ethnic nationalism such as : the Mouvement National Congolais (MNC), le perfectionement et             

l'expansion de la langue Kikongo (ABAKO) and the Association des Bakongo pour l'unification,             

gained more power. They were social affiliation that campaigned for the support of Congolese              

in political affairs and full freedom from the Belgian State. As decolonization was taking place all                

over Africa at that time, the Belgian government under international pressure ceded after more              

than 50 years of total autonomy. Although Congolese political leader rejoiced the prospect to              

gain independence, a well-known political leader, Patrice Lumumba known for his harsh critic of              

the colonial regime claimed that independence is to be taken not given.13 With efforts from all                

corners of the country; liberation was achieved on July 30th, 1960. Many celebrated their new               

identity as free Congolese. During the transition scene, a bystander mentioned: "that's the end              

of colonialism", but his companion responded: "let's not hope, that's the end of Congo too".14  

Independence and the ‘darkening’ of the new Congo 

Colonialism has truly impacted the RDC, leaving unvarnished scars in lives of many             

Congolese while teaching those in a position of power the art to terrify. Not surprise why after                 

independence in July 1960, a civil war broke out. Joseph Kasavubu from the ABAKO and prime                
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minister Patrice Lumumba (MNC) were both in a civil conflict that comprised military revolution              

and regional separation. Within this unstable atmosphere, Lumumba, in disagreement of           

European autonomy over the RDC was in constant collaboration with the Soviet Union to end               

neo-colonialism.15 He was assassinated in January 1961 by Belgian secret service with the help              

of the head of Katanga jurisdiction (region immensely blessed with the country's richest             

minerals). The situation opened doors to a societal apparatus in which insurgent groups             

increase, and that put the country at a risk of deep despair. Could the statement "let's not                 

hope, that's the end of Congo too" effectively prophesize a dark RDC? The civil war, which                

lasted for five years had almost killed 4,800 people by mid-January 1963 and displaced even               

hundred of thousands 16. Rebel groups, with an uncertain agenda and financed by hostile              

governments and the diaspora, legitimated the use of violence. Through that new social             

construct, a rebel leader named Joseph Desire Mobutu took over the country using a coup               

d'état on November 25th, 1965.  

One might claim that the existing instability in the RDC is due to the lack of an adequate                  

system and inefficiency of its leader. It might be the case, nevertheless ignoring the premise of                

the situation solely blame the condition upon power holders. A system was imposed upon the               

RDC by the Belgians without resources to facilitate the inclusion of the country. The Belgian               

colonial administration had done nothing in regard to higher education till the 1950's. The              

non-inclusion of Congoleses had drastically affected the notion of leadership. In the eyes of the               

later, being a good leader was to lead one’s own interest. The strategy of the master was to be                   

used by power holders upon citizen. He, who uses violence against his subject, subconsciously              

teaches the art of violence to his subject. As a result, it should not be of a surprise if the subject                     
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resembles the master. 

Lumumba death paved the road to the ascension of Mobutu, who brought an imposed              

supremacy over the Country. Mobutu represents the greatest sign of the ‘colonial virus’ upon              

the innocent and vulnerable Congolese, sign considered as the country second deepest scar             

after the Belgium one. ‘The subject, who serves on the behalf of the master should act like him’                  

was the best description of Mobutu reign. Mobutu was to imitate the Belgian master. Many               

Congolese thought Mobutu was to bring stability and equality within the country, by ending a               

long lasting turmoil. That was far from reality. Mobutu changed the name of the country from                

Congo to DRC (Democratic republic of Congo) and assumed control of state and government              

with the support of foreign governments especially the US in term of military paraphernalia and               

financial capital. During its reign, Mobutu organized an inclusive government using the            

co-optation strategy. The strategy was remarkable as it favors those who were willing to pledge               

faithful service; and those who did not, were to be imprisoned, executed or exiled. He               

considered himself as a semi God - how can one not when seating over a gold mine and having                   

the protection of his master; foreign governments. The loyalty shown by the army furthered              

his power and autonomy. The RDC experienced major setbacks politically, socially and            

economically during his regime. Mobutu code of conduct was linked to a mechanism of              

violence resembling those used by the FP under King Leopold II. In 1967, he created his own                 

party – the Mouvement Populaire de la Revolution (MPR), and all other parties were banned.               

The MPR was to be a national party imposed upon all Congolese who were to follow its                 

constitution. Mobutu was an absolute leader who had legitimate power over all individuals and              

resources. In 1971, Mobutu decided to Africanize the country by changing the country name              
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from DRC to Zaire and as well as the cities names; in changing his own name from Joseph Desire                   

Mobutu to Mobutu Sese Seko KuKu Ngbendu Wa Za Banga (the all-powerful warrior, because              

of his endurance and flexible will to win, goes from conquest leaving fire in his wake), he urged                  

all Congolese to do the same. All companies big or small including those that have existed                

during Leopold reign became property of the state. From all corners of the country he               

successfully repressed freedom of speech using brutal extermination of insurgent forces in the             

peripheral part of the country, Mobutu was now ruling through the legacy of King Leopold II.                

Could Mobutu be perceived as the successful seed planted by the colonial regime and if yes                

what are the repercussion over the usual Congolese?  

 

Congolese, rightless and stateless individual 

The question of: Who is to be Congolese? Could be in this case an important one to                 

raise. In the limits of the system created by the colonial regime and intensified by Mobutu, it                 

seems as if the person who carries a legitimate title of Congolese is the one who holds the                  

power and can assert it through means of violence. In this context, members of the state and                 

members of malicious organizations ought to be one, one might claim. Which place does the               

normal Congolese hold in the society? Mobutu reign and political system were under a              

totalitarian regime. In this principle, Hanna Arendt, German and American political theorist            

described totalitarianism as the gate in which the sovereign neglect social life, and as a practice                

that eventually leads to the end of the idea of right. In that regard, the standard Congolese,                 

individual outside the sovereign agenda are captured within the ideology of statelessness and             
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denied any right, or to go even further, they are deny the right to have right as Arendt puts it in                     

the context of Eastern Europe after the War. The failure for ‘typical Congolese' to take part in                 

violent act made them victim, individuals who have lost their rights. Totalitarianism has             

reduced them to "half human" unworthy of the sovereign protection; structured through a             

well-planned disintegration of their social, political and human life. The colonial regime            

continued through Mobutu regime was able to establish a great number of Congolese as              

stateless by taking their freedom away and alienating them. The Congolese, falling under the              

radar of the sovereign were rightless with no political life, whereby the right to have right was                 

only guarantee by the regime. With that being said, as Arendt points out, Congolese in this                

instance became stateless persons characterizing the confirmation of hopelessness.  

The End of Mobutu 

In 1994, the Rwandan genocide encouraged the settlement of Tutsi insurgent groups in             

the Congo Jungle. In 1997 with Mobutu in Europe receiving medical treatment, the ‘Alliance des               

forces democratiques pour la liberation du congo-zaire (AFDL)’ led by Laurent-Desire Kabila            

with the help of Tutsi Insurgents Rwandan17, took over the country. With Kabila as the new                

president, many Congolese were again hoping a change of fate after 32 years of Mobutu               

hegemony. Nevertheless Mobutism without Mobutu was the right word to characterize Kabila            

regime. The economic situation of the country deteriorated further. The RDC, through its             

numerous disorders, appears to be the perfect space fueling guerillas through the "laisser faire"              

in the mines source of vast revenue. Its new milieu saw a huge increase of the malicious group                  

coming from different part of Africa specifically Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Angola, Namibia, Chad,            
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Sudan, Uganda and Burundi. All, unified 18 to fight and remove Kabila because of its decision to                 

end the collaboration with anti-Mobutu allies, and as usual the citizens were at the mercy of                

insurgents. By the end of 1998, more than 12,500 people had lost their lives and about 250,000                 

people were displaced according to the data of U.S. Committee for refugees 19. Raped, mass               

killing, house demolition became strategies used in the long lasting civil war. In 2001, Kabila               

was assassinated 20, driving his adopted son (president till today) to take over the nation. This                

one was to collaborate with both with the international community and the guerillas to secure               

his legitimacy. The thirst for raw material and the richness of Congolese mine attracted many               

countries around the world, and between 1999 and 2003 as many as 14 different foreign               

armies fought actively on Congolese soil, each was to preserve its part of the minerals. Despite                

the various peace agreements notably signed in Sun city, South Africa with guerilla groups              

favoring their integration into the national army, it does not reflect the reality in Congo till                

today. Many rebels leader exercising in the government took possession of 98% of mine in               

Eastern Congo, this putting the populaces inhabiting the regions at the mercy of mine              

administrator (rebels). They were rightless individuals unable to escape the vicious cycle            

strategically put upon them by the colonial regime and intensified by the so called government.               

Running the mine was now the ultimate concern of rebels’ leaders who use the profits to                

extend their power and supremacies over the area.  

The power of the mine – Burden on average citizen 

The consolidated issue in RDC has erased the ‘average citizen' from the sphere of              

security both by the sovereign and the international community. Who is to focus on the               
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direction leading to the structuration of social life when just close by there are gold, diamonds,                

Coltan and precious other minerals? In correlation to this, the unified legitimacy over resource              

exploitation as point out above has deprived the ordinary inhabitant of the right to have right.                

In other to fuel their activities, insurgent groups were to establish a workforce within the               

sphere of exploitation. Men, women and children alike are now vulnerable from human             

trafficking into malicious group and the mines against their will and in risk of losing their lives. A                  

palpable example of human trafficking in the RDC can be easily recounted in Kamituga, gold               

mine located in South Kivu province, in Eastern Congo. The mine is one of the hundred's                

mineral jungle in the region. In South Givu, 98% of mines are brutally controlled by rebel                

malicious relying on a system of forced labor that is similar to modern slavery; strategies or                

practices employed in mines under the Kabila and Mobutu regime. There is much more for               

rebels in the jungle, in addition to gold, insurgents enjoy Cassiterite (used in making tin) and                

Coltan (used in a wide range of consumer electronic devices, mobile phones, electric cars,              

optical and medical equipment). In today's estimation, RDC mineral right could be valued at 15               

trillion pounds. The conditions within the mine have been tougher and tougher over the years -                

as one of the victims recounted: "The main question from our point of view as worker is: why                  

are we working harder and harder and never seeing any profit? The mine owners are only                

interested in profit. They are only in it for themselves." A mine worker in Kamituga gets $1 a                  

day and can sometimes go for days unpaid. The mine, being a lawless space has made workers                 

extremely vulnerable to constant physical abuse.  

The most alarming situation is the role women occupied in the process of mineral production.               

Women accounts for the bigger portion of the workforce. The factors that tend to facilitate               
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their presence in the mine are linked to menace, campaigns of murder and sexual violence from                

the guerillas. It has forced most of them to settle in the mine, in risk of being killed. With their                    

inability to cultivate the land because of malicious presence in the area, it has made their                

traditional way of life impossible and has constrained them in the cruel life of the mine in order                  

to survive. In the mine, they are constantly raped, beaten and paid petty wage that can barely                 

sustain their family. Most of them have lost their husband killed by insurgents; which, as a                

result, has forced them to work in a mine, in other to sustain their lives despite the cost. The                   

guerillas have implemented new strategies use to fuel their activities. Women seen as the most               

vulnerable body are kidnapped and ransomed to their village in exchange of their lives. Some of                

them, being indirectly complicit in funding the guerilla to further persecute them, will             

eventually get the money from the village to pay their ransoms. Those who do not succeed lose                 

complete right to their life, and ought to work in the mine constantly and appear as a body at                   

the mercy of the malicious satisfaction. The ones for whom the ransoms are paid for, are                

forced back in the mine, in other to pay the village back. The position held by vulnerable                 

individuals in RDC has brought the attention to the US security and exchange commission. It               

announced that new rules are on the way to clean up extraction and processing of conflict                

minerals in Eastern Congo, nonetheless, the international corporation's main customers of           

conflict mineral in Congo want those news rules diluted. One would not disagree that the               

dichotomy over policies on unregulated minerals in RDC is fuelled by "MAN" hunger for profit,               

wealth accumulation, electronic appliances and cheap jewelry. These factors perpetuate and           

fuel savage conflicts, a system of slavery, human trafficking and the continuous suffering of              

ordinary Congolese men, women and children. 
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            Eastern Congo - The mine and the fate of Women 

The Femicide machine, writing of Sergio Gonzalez Rodriguez on the situation of Ciudad             

Juarez could well-correlate with the condition in RDC particularly in Eastern Congo mines. The              

RDC is perceived as the third most unsafe country in Africa with Sudan and Somalia opening the                 

list.21 Congo, framed within a geopolitical picture making lawless individual particularly women            

highly vulnerable, has created a milieu which has normalized pure exploitation, abuse and             

dehumanization of women. Within this context, the societal structure appears to be an             

enclosure of guerillas, and military forces that when unpaid, abused and raped women they are               

supposed to be protecting. The lives of ‘normal Congolese' neglected through political,            

economic and social forces created by perpetrators, have been normalized; sexual violence and             

physical abuse are inherently internalized and part of the social construct. Although individuals             

behind the committed atrocities are well identifiable, the construction and continued operation            

of the "Femicide machine" according to Rodriguez's analysis institutionalized their acts.           

Undoubtedly, the insurgents who make their livings out of the mine exploitation and ransoms              

are performing in an ungoverned space or lawless space. Due to the scale human trafficking has                

taken in the mine, the RDC had suffered from social, political and economic isolation furthering               

its poor performance both nationally and internationally.  

Congo – Space of unorganized life with unorganized people 

As complex as it might be, the situation in RDC is deeply rooted within his historical                

context. Let's not forget that Congo once represented a milieu of the slave trade of strong men                 

and women in the 1800's. In addition to this, the country happens to be a land massively                 
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blessed in term of precious minerals. Undoubtedly, the situation in Congo has produced a              

conventional curse, which is used to apprehend the ascendant exploitation. What one from a              

stable nation calls atrocious represents a norm in Eastern Congo. It is regrettable that within               

the framework of the Millennium development Goal which to be achieved by 2015, yet 87.7%               

of the population in the country live with less than $1.25 a day. What is the dilemma here?                  

Within the premise of its natural resources, it could be assumed that Congo was designed to                

create an unorganized life with unorganized people to be better monitor and exploited. In              

elaborating this argument, I interrogate thirty students who were randomly selected. They            

were asked: “what do you think of the correlation between mineral exploitation in RDC and the                

civil war". Among the thirty, nine did not know about the situation, one linked it to historical                 

factors during the colonial regime and the rest pointed at the government and the people of                

Congo as the cause. This survey might have contained biases; however, it furthers one's              

understanding of the mineral curse endured by Congolese. It is not a surprise that rebels and                

political leaders of Congo illustrate the accused, milieu where power holders in the eyes of the                

international community have lived and acted as the faulty for many years specifically during              

the post-colonial era. The instability of RDC and atrocities increased the single perception of              

Congolese malicious as uncivilized, unorganized with an ineffective, inefficient and weak           

administrative system. Within the concept of the broken window theory, the RDC, to follow              

James Wilson and George Kelling conveys a community with unintended behaviors that over             

time have caused a social breakdown. Instead, as kathryne Michelle suggest it, that the broken               

windows produce a new form of governance through security; the RDC has experienced the              

opposite. In this case, the broken window theory has been normalized, structured and validated              
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to create space where despite the international forces in the country, individuals are rightless,              

minerals are unfairly exploited; women are abused, and poverty is persistent. In the case of               

Congo, the broken windows theory is indeed enhanced through minerals commercialization           

that help to finance the conflict, motivate it, and exacerbate it.  

Congolese as pathetic  and controversial victims 

The characteristic or image carried by victims in Congo brings one to be greatly curious.               

The earth comprises countries with high technological advancement, with means to defy            

hunger, and with abundant precious minerals, yet in one of the place of provenance of the they                 

have vast majority of people within those countries living in state of vulnerability and disgrace.               

Diana Meyers, philosopher at the University of Connecticut touches upon the characteristic of             

three types of victims; the pathetic victims, the heroic victims and the controversial victims. In               

the case of Congo, the situation is well captured within the framework of the pathetic and                

controversial victims. Why did the persistent struggle of victims despite the campaign made by              

the NGOs have tended to fall under the radar of the international masses?  

I will argue that the label of ‘normal Congolese' even though not reaching the scale of                

attribution upon victim under Belgian regime has affected his capacity to recognize the             

violation of their right within the framework of "normal human being". On the same line with                

Diana Meyers on the theory of the pathetic victim: ‘normal Congolese' described as helpless,              

are subject of unspeakable suffering and the innocent falling within the category of loser as               

noted by Rorty. Rationalization and moral indifference in this instance embraces a feminine             

model. So, in regards of the scale of the atrocity they have endured and historic label they                 
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carry, they have been reduced with passivity. This classification of victims of conflicts mineral in               

Congo is built within a universally adopted way of thinking about victims. One will wish to be                 

heroic victim rather than a pathetic one. In knowing, that historical factor and ideologies of               

colonization in Africa as a whole have reinforced the passivity of Congolese victims, one might               

as well classify the rebels as victims, what Diana Meyers calls controversial victims. During the               

colonial regime, none was made to stop the atrocity committed by the colon. As Derek Hook                

puts it "the most powerful weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the                 

oppressed"22.A permanent mark was left on the social construct of Congolese identity            

subjected of both emotional and physical oppression. Through this strategy, Congolese were to             

internalize their inferiority emphasized through racism, the so called ‘inferior black           

consciousness'. In black skin, white Masks Fanon connects the psychical oppression with the             

psychological. Once, as a passenger on a train a little white boy notices him and screams: "Look,                 

a Negro! Mama, see the Negro! I'm frightened .Frightened! Frightened!".23 It shows the             

dominant attribute of colonial racism: color of skin. The boy does not see a man or clothes, but                  

a black person. Black was equal to fear, bad, ugly, animal... In the context of the colonial regime                  

and early post-colonial, Africa was still called the ‘Dark Continent'. The repercussion of             

autonomy of the master did effectively impacted African leaders. If perceived as dangerous,             

animal-like and reduced to almost nothing, one will inherently internalize his attributed            

personality and start to react accordingly. African soldiers leant how to terrify, kill and be               

animal-like. Would it be a surprise to see one kill if through generation, and within a well                 

arranged space, he was taught how to do so? In this instance, rebellious individuals ought to be                 

victims, and let's not forget that the increase in the number of insurgent groups goes through                
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the trafficking of young individuals who initially victims later on exercise their power as their               

master proclaims them to do so.  

Conclusion 

The current economic and political problematic environment in Congo is enhanced and            

sustained by ongoing conflicts that have ravaged many territories since 1998. With a regular              

collaboration and inclusion of the insurgent groups in political affairs, Kabila's song was             

successful in slowing attempts of coup d'état in the country. They could be various solutions to                

bring about an end to the conflict and restructure the societal environment; nonetheless, this              

would only be effective if the rebel groups aspire to political structuration instead of minerals               

greed. However various solutions can be accounted 24 such as: It should be of an importance                

that donors, with particular interest in poverty reduction, subsequently make poverty reduction            

a prominent part of the ongoing political dialogue, both with government and supported civil              

society organization, elites of RDC need opportunity to establish an arena for governance in the               

broadest sense possible, in this context all uniqueness should be acknowledged, and finally the              

international community should take this seriously into account when identifying and           

formulating interventions in both the political and economic sphere. In relation to the             

multi-nationals, analyzing their impact within the issue would have been too simplistic knowing             

that the drive of any corporation is the reduction of cost of production and increase of profit.                 

The future of the RDC is certainly highly unpredictable; nonetheless would an emphasis on              

notions of corporate responsibility, social responsibility and equal participation across central           

Africa, give Congo the blessing they ultimately deserve? Alternatively, what if the country faces              
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resources depletion? What impact would it have in the world? 
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